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Warning: Spoilers from Captain Marvel ahead. With so many characters and decades spanning the Marvel Cinematic Universe, sometimes it can be hard to see where each movie falls on deadlines (especially with all the time travel in X-Men). Captain Marvel adds another complex layer to the world of superheroes. Captain Marvel (Brie Larson) the film's
standalone origin takes place in the 90s, but when Carol Danvers appears in Avengers: Endgame, the date will be closer to the present day. To eliminate some confusion, we broke the order of Marvel movies before and after Captain Marvel. Her appearance explains a few unknowns in the MCU. Turns out we waited much longer for her to arrive than we
thought. Captain Marvel's basic premise is that she travels from the planet Cree-Lahr, the home of Cree's people, to Earth and tries to piece together parts of her past that she can't remember while working with Nick Fury. When Captain Marvel arrives on Earth, it is clear that she has entered the grunge of the decade. From blockbuster and Radioshack stores
to payphones and flannel tied around your waist, the latest Marvel movie certainly has you feeling nostalgic. But Captain Marvel isn't the first Marvel film to take place predominantly in the past. In fact, here's the order of Marvel movies, now that we know much more:1. Captain America: America's First Avenger: The First Avenger, which was released in 2011,
is the first entry on the MCU chart. Captain America, of course, portrayed by the brilliant Chris Evans, gets his superhuman power in 1942. At the end of the film, he crash-lands his plane and is frozen for nearly 70 years. He wakes up now, 2011 at the time, and is approached by Nick Fury and the government organization S.H.I.E.L.D. Since Captain Marvel is
the only other period film, this is the next entry on time. In the film, we see Fury in the early days of his work with S.H.I.E.L.D. The first MCU film and our introduction to the one and only Tony Stark.We just pretend there was no time when Bruce Banner did not play Mark Ruffalo. (Sorry, Edward Norton.) This film was released in 2010, but takes place in 2011
when Fury first recruits Iron Man (Robert Downey Jr.) to work with Avengers.The first time we meet Thor Chris Hemsworth also delivers a post-credits scene introduces to Loki in Tesseract. Which pretty much binds everything together. This 2012 film marks the first time Nick Fury gets his fighter of strength, inspired by Carol Danvers, officially assembled.
Tony Stark loses everything in this movie. This is also known at the point in the MCU Chronicle when things got dark. The darkness continues in this thora sequel that finds Asgardian watch his brother Loki die. (For the first time.) 10. Captain America: Winter SoldierThings get even more severe when Cap is forced to run into his best friend, Bucky, who was
turned against him as a Winter Soldier.11 and 12. Guardians 1 and 2Ronan and Korath, who also appear in Captain Marvel, are the main villains in Guardians of the Galaxy, which was released in 2014 and occurred in 2014. Another important link introduced in these films? Thoros, who had just happened to the father of the greenest Keeper, Gamora.
Avengers: Age of UltronIn case if you thought these movies were joking with all this death and destruction, the Avengers are forced to confront the cost of busting the bad guys for the common good in doing so. A temporary moment of comic relief starring Michael Pena and Paul Rudd precedes the point of no return in the Marvel film timeline... 15. Captain
America: Civil War Devastation Captain America sequel gives Ant-Man a reason to join the fight. It also completely divides the Avengers into Team Cap and Team Iron Man when they take the opposite sides of the debate over the regulation of superheroes that changes the whole future of the MCU. The Time Stone Keeper (and the guy who utters the line in
Avengers: Infinity War, which became the title for its sequel - We're in the Endgame Now) first learns how to manipulate time and space in this 2016.17 film. Spider-Man: HomecomingThis movie may be distributed by Sony Pictures, but it's still canon: Here's a teen Spider-Man, who we first met in the Civil War, gets to come in his own (well, mostly. he's still in
high school.). This film serves up the Infinity War Tory problem, seeing Loki take Tesseract (the thing Thanos comes into Infinity War) and, destroying Thor's hammer at the hands of his sister Hela.This hit that introduced us not only to T'Challa (Black Panther), but his genius scientist sister Shuri, was the amie-bush Avengers: Infinity War, just like Captain
Marvel. But chronologically, there's something going on between this movie and the end of Infinity War.Technically this film takes place right up until the events of the infinity war. Ant-Man never shows up to help his friends, and this film helps explain why. Avengers: Infinity War, which brings us to the latest and most destructive, is a Marvel record: Avengers:
Infinity War, which is released in 2018 but technically takes place in 2017. Captain Marvel doesn't appear in Avengers: Infinity War, but its logo pops up on the pager Fury uses before it disappears. The end of the credits to Captain Marvel suggest Carol Danvers will arrive to save the day in Avengers: Endgame, bringing her Avengers headquarters with Rodi,
Black Widow, No Cap.So Why put Captain Marvel so far back? Explaining why Captain Marvel's story is set in the past at the film's world premiere, Marvel Studios president Kevin Feige said: It was something we didn't do before. We wanted to explore this section of the MCU. He added: 'We also wanted Carol to have her origins all to ourselves. We wanted
this section of the MCU, this war of comics that we haven't touched at all up to this point to it's all universe for her to inhabit before coming in and joining the rest of the team. While the angle of the 90s gives viewers a chance to reminisce about the past, it also makes Captain Marvel's role in the Avengers much more important and doubles as a mini backstory
for Fury. Although captaincy of Captain America begins in the 1940s and he is technically the first avenger, he didn't interact with the man behind the superhero squad, Fury, until 2011. Captain Marvel has the honor of not only being the first person to meet Fury and inspire him to form a supercomkom, but she is also the person who informs him of threats
outside of Earth.Avengers: Endgame will point to the end of an era like this will be the last time many of the superheroes work together. With a nearly 20-year absence from Captain Marvel on Earth, her return brings potential for new villains and heroes with which she fought during this time to enter the MCU. Basically, Captain Marvel is set in the 90s allowing
the MCU timeline to expand back and forth. That means it's opening up a new Marvel era. The decision on what makes a classic Marvel movie is a question moviegoers will have to start asking now after 11 years and three stages of Marvel Cinematic Universe movies. One thing most Marvel fans can agree with is that movies are getting better and better as
time goes on and the superhero universe gets bigger. We can also agree Phase Three was the best group of films so far, if you consider Black Panther only to set a new and socially significant precedent. That's not to say that Marvel's worst movies are stuck exclusively in the first phase, when the franchise was still growing. The general consensus says that
one film from the second stage was the worst to date. Worst film from the first stage: The Incredible Hulk Nobody Can Say any of the Iron Man movies have been bad since they kicked off the entire franchise in 2008. Robert Downey Jr. has also become an even bigger superstar thanks to his entertaining and snarky personality as Tony Stark. While the first
two Iron Man films may seem a little dated in special effects compared to CGI achievements of the last decade, they still have sharp scripts and action. In between these two Iron Man movies came The Incredible Hulk, arguably one of the MCU's biggest mistakes. Iron Man also makes a quick appearance during the famous end credit sequence. At the time,
everyone thought that Edward Norton playing Bruce Banner would be a huge coup, given that he already had an Oscar-caliber actor by 2008. Norton gave a terrific performance, but the script is still considered weak. What makes it painful to say Norton has reportedly struck a deal to work on a script rewrite. He wasn't happy that his script was ultimately recut from what he was promised, including not writing credit. Worst from the second stage: Thor: Dark World as the MCU progressed, they made some mistakes along the way. You can argue about the end of the first phase and the beginning of the phase phase ended and started well. When Thor's first sequel was released in early 2013, things all went a little
obliquely. Diehard fans usually say Thor: The Dark World was by far the worst movie of any Marvel product to date. Surprisingly, it hasn't hurt the chances for Chris Hemsworth to star in more Thor films, despite being far from Hemsworth's fault. Wines are usually entrusted with the weak script and chaotic production of removing Patty Jenkins as the original
director. She had some brilliant ideas using female villains, something the head of Marvel nixed. The dark world was really a learning moment to always work on pre-production issues and give what the public really wants. Fortunately, they have brought more women into the franchise on demand, then we hope to see more soon. Are there other weak Marvel
movies in phases two and three? You can't find any big bombs in subsequent MCU movies. That's not to say you won't find a few as little less effort than what we've seen with most stellar movies in phase three. Many of the suggestions out there were Avengers: Age of Ultron had less thrill than it should have been. Others sometimes say that Ant-Man, AntMan and Wasp were too insignificant to really make a difference in the larger picture of the Marvel universe. The argument could be made by Ant-Man had a necessary comedic break to lighten things up and pave the way for more comedy superhero movies. In the third stage, maybe you could argue there were too many movies crammed in just three short
years. Fortunately, the last one (like Captain Marvel) was proven as a major hit when so many fans tried to sabotage the success of a woman becoming a key Marvel superhero. Superhero. captain marvel movie download in tamil. captain marvel movie download in tamilrockers. captain marvel movie download filmyhit. captain marvel movie download in
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